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Cybersecurity expertise is becoming increasingly vital to business executives and leaders across an array of industries, sectors, and nations, especially as we live more of our personal and professional lives online. Cyber attackers---ranging from hactivists to organized crime networks and even nation states---are targeting vulnerable networks and are frequently successful in stealing funds, identities, and valuable intellectual property. There is a growing call from Congress, international organizations, and industry groups to put in place cybersecurity best practices to better manage the multifaceted cyber threat facing the private sector. However, it is not always clear what those practices should be, or how to implement them in a dynamic, global technological and regulatory environment.

In this special issue, we seek manuscripts that explicitly bridge the divide between academic research and real-world practice, including articles that integrate prior academic findings with additional conceptual, empirical, and/or theoretical work to make **strong contributions to managing cyber threats and privacy challenges such as lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic along with managing emerging cyber threats and related geopolitical risks**.

We invite research that incorporates perspectives from law, ethics, information systems, organizational behavior, leadership, and strategic management to offer practical, insightful implications for managers and entrepreneurs engaged in cybersecurity and data privacy. We welcome legal, ethical, conceptual, empirical, theoretical, and other creative submission types---including integrations and extensions from prior academic research---that investigate all forms of cybersecurity and data privacy risk management. Examples might include:•AI & Machine Learning•Blockchain & Trust Certificates•Cybersecurity & Working Remotely•Appropriate Role for Governments•Impacts on Insurance Industry•Ethical Implications

Additionally, we encourage submissions that examine these phenomena in a variety of contexts, including but not limited to:•Entrepreneurship•Healthcare•Supply Chain Management•Governance & Policy•Education & Learning•Technological Innovation•Social Ventures

Manuscripts for this special issue **must be submitted** in MS Word document format to **ALL FOUR** of the special issue editors (at least one of whom will respond) and NOT via the regular *Business Horizons* submission process. For questions regarding the content of this special issue---including discussion of specific ideas or topics---please contact Scott Shackelford (<sjshacke@indiana.edu>). Further information on writing for *Business Horizons*, including formatting guidelines, may be viewed at <https://www.elsevier.com/journals/business-horizons/0007-6813/guide-for-authors>.
